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1. "Are You Happy To Mix With The Unvaccinated After October 22nd"

You won't believe this but this letter was read out today on the Pat Kenny Show on

Newstalk

New 🧵 1/19

2. All we know is that this letter was sent in to the show and read out by Pat Kenny.

Was it genuine or penned by Newstalk itself. We just don't know. Have a read. It is

quite something.

Don't be afraid to retweet it either 😀

3. Pat Kenny - We got a letter from a listener, the other day which got us thinking

because this listener feels potentially discriminated against.

4. The listener says, I am doubly vaccinated, but people who choose not to get the

vaccine will have equal rights to me from October 22. Nearly 75% of the Irish

population is doubly vaccinated. We were told that this is now a pandemic of the

unvaccinated.
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5. They are the ones who are allowing this pandemic to continue. They are the ones

putting the rest of us in danger. What about our rights, we're expected to share the

cinema, the restaurant, the hotel, etc, with those people who've decided not to be

vaccinated.

6. Is this the vaccine bonus that I was promised. In March 2020 the world came to a

standstill, the world locked down and lived in fear. 5 million people have died,

hundreds of 1000s lost their jobs. Many became seriously ill. Many died.

7. Worldwide health services struggled to keep up with the flood of COVID patients.

Mobile mortuaries were set up, and then came the light at the end of the tunnel. We

had a vaccine. This was our only way out of the pandemic.

8. Those of us who follow the science and wanted to return to normal queued,

sometimes for hours to get our vaccine. We were promised a vaccine bonus, indeed,

at the moment, only people who are doubly vaccinated and possess a vaccine

certificate can travel abroad or dine indoors.

9. The numbers in our community are still high. Why do we not use existing COVID

certificates to allow access for any indoor activity. It would appear this is what most

of the industries want. They want to reopen safely.

10. Come October 22 those of us who did the right thing, who've made this reopening

possible will have to mix with the unvaccinated. They talk about their body, their

choice. What about my body my choice.

11. If it were not for the 75% of us who followed the science, they, the unvaccinated

would still be cowering in their homes. We, the vaccinated deserve better than this.

Any one of these non believers can give me COVID. I in turn could be asymptomatic

and...

12. ...pass it on to somebody else. And eventually, it will find a vulnerable person,

and kill them. Would you put a teacher with measles in charge of a class. No, you

would not. Our government has spent billions on this pandemic between payouts,

vaccinations and health care.

13. Why are we now pandering to the minority. They do not deserve our respect.

They do not deserve equality. They are the outliers. Democracy is built on the

majority rules. I will not step foot into any indoor setting where unvaccinated are

allowed to mingle with the vaccinated.



14. Trump should have been a warning to us all the lunatics are well and truly taken

over the asylum, it would appear that they're also now running the country. Letter

End.

15. Pat Kenny - Well we thought about that and how widespread is that feeling of

nervousness that we are being thrown to the wolves as it were, by being told you can

mix safely with unvaccinated people from October 22.

16. So we sent our reporter JJ Clarke to ask people on the streets of Dublin, how they

feel about restrictions being lifted on October 22.

17. If you would like to listen to it here it is on 08/10/21. Just go to this page and

click on The Pat Kenny Show at 1:04:40

newstalk.com/listen-back

18. This is one of the most listened to radio shows which has been terrorising people

non stop for 18 months. The purpose of this letter was to sew more division within

Ireland. Nothing else. They are trying to pit people against each other.

Pat Kenny should be ashamed.

19. You know the drill 😀 I write these 🧵 in my spare time and would really

appreciate if you could retweet the very 1st tweet. Likes are great but retweets are

required to reach as large an audience as possible to expose what is really going on

behind the scenes. Many thanks.
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